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PREFACE
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SUMMARY

The work of this contract was: (1) to design, develop, and test a

detector for buried nonmetallic objects using the .nagnetoabsorption detection

method, and (2) to adapt the magnetoabsorption detection head so as to give

both magnetoabsorption and induction signals useful for detei - a and identify-

ing the composition of hdden objects. Consequently, the largest part cf the

effort was directed toward the design and construction., (1) of the detection

head to be used for both problems, (2) the magnetoabsorption detection

system with sufficient sensitivity for both soils and small objects, and (3)

the eLectronic systems for obtaining the amplitude and phase of the desired

harmonics.

These components were assembled in a lal, )ratory test facility for

mine detection studies. In the mine detector, the fundamental of the

magnetoabsorption signal from the soil is coherently detected using as a

reference signal the second harmonic of the magnetic bias. The usefulness

of this triethod and the capability of the system, to detect mines buried 2

inches with a detector height of 1-3/4 inches, was demonstrated by a 35-

percent decrease in signal when the detector crossed a mine buried in a box of

soil in the laboratory. The percentage decrease in the detected signal,

caused by the void made in the soil by the nonmetallic mine, remained con-

stant as the height of the detection head varied from 2-1/2 inches down to

zero., In this system, the direct induction signal was rejected by using a
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doub't -D configuration in the detection coil and a high-pass filter in the

marginal oscillator (Robinson Circuit) used for the magnetoabsorptuon

detector. A freqvu-cy of 500 kilocycles was used for the marginal-oscliiator,

and the magnetic bias 'ield was at a frequency of 55 cycles,

Tn obtain the magnetoabsorption and induction signals simul:aneously,

the double-D type of detection head was used with the marginal oscillator

previously mentioned., Since the magnetoabsorption signal is a modulation

of the amplitude of the radiofrequency (500 kc) marginal oscillator and the

direct induction signal is at 55 cycles, the two signals we:e separated by

filters. The high-pass filter mentioned previously made the detected output

of the marginal oscillator the magnetoabsorption signal at a fundamental of

110 cycles. The low-pass filter gave the induction signal at a fundamental

of 55 cycles. Lissajous patterns were made with the magnetoabsorption or

direct induction signals on the vertical axis and the 55-cycLc bias field on the

horizontal axis r-f the oscilloscope. Harmonic amplitudes were also made for each

signal., A total of twenty-one objects were used which varied'in siies- from

a volume of I cubic foot to 1/3Z cubic foot.: The comparison of the Lissajous

signals plus the harmonic analyses of each signal demonstrated that the

combination of the amplitudes and phases of the harmonics of the magneto-

absorption and direct induction signals can be used both to detect the presence

oi hidde:., objects and to identify their composition,
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L .. TRODUCTION

Earlier effort at Southwest Research Institute under Contract DA-

44-10c.-ENG-4678, Problem 11, as reported in the final report dated

19 April 196Z, demonstrated that magnetoabsorption signals were derivable

* from coils typical to the immediate San Antonio area and that explosives

gave no riagnetoabsorption signals. Work on other projects had greatly

increased the understanding of the phenomenon and had indicated detection

systems with increased sensitivity. On the basis of these and other obser-

vaticns, this investigation was undertaken to design, fabricate, and test a

device for (1) the detection, by means of the magnetoabsorption signals from

the soil, the presence of a magnetic void caused by a buried nonmagnetic
I

noncenductcr, and (2) the description of the composition of the material in

bu:%edi objects by combining the direct induction and magnetoabsorption

detection in one detection head but with separate electronics and display. To

these objectives, the program was separated into the following parts:

(1) To conduct a search of the literature for studies in electro-
magnetic topics that might be readily adaptable for a suitable
electromagnetic model for design guidance in the detection of
discrete and dispersed objects.

(Z) To investigate the geometry and performance required from a

double-D type of detection head to give the maximum magneto-

abL orption signals from large volumes of material, with a
dispersed ferromagnetic or ferrimagnetic component, such as
soils in a flat geometry.
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(3) To design, construct, and test a completely sclid-state
marginal-oscillator type of magnetoabsorption detector with a
high sensitivity when used with the detection head.

(4) To determine the operational characteristics of the system
composed of the marginal-oscillator and the detection head and,
in particular, to measure:

(a) the sensitivity of the system to mine depth;

(b) the effects of detector height;

(c) the effects of moisture;

(d) the effects of scanning rate;

(e) the effects of the frequency of the marginal-oscillator;

(f) the effects of the frequency of the magnetic bias field.

-(5) To design, construct, and test a solid-state laboratory type
model of the magnetic-void buried-object detector based upon

the results from (4).

(6) Yo test the above system to determine its characteristics as a
detector of buried nonmagnetic nonconducting objects.

(7) To study the character and requirements of a discrete, magnetic,
conducting object detection system tg the detection head of
(2), the detector -of (3) and a combination of the direct induction
and magnetoabsorption signals.

(8) To add to the designs of (5) the detection of the direct induction
signal and to determine the differences, in the shapes and
harmonic content, between the direct induction and magneto-
absorption signals from.various discrete objects.

(9) To determine the characteristics of the discrete object detector
in diffe:entiating between nonmagnetic conductors, unmagnetized

magnedic conductors, magnetized magnetic condactors, magnetic
nonconductors, magnetized magnetic nonconductors and permanent
magnets. m

The manner in which these tasks were conducted and results obtained

are described in the remainder of the report.
f2



II. SUMMARY OF RESULTS

A. Equipment

The block diagram of the equipment developed for the laboratory

tests of the magnetic-void buried-object magnetoabsorption detection system

is shown in Figure 1. The photograph of the equipment as it was used in the

laboratory is shown in Figure 2.

The strong magnetic bias field at 55 cps is produced by the bias coil

which is fed from the 55-cps generator through a power amplifier. With

20 watts of power, a magnetic field of 36-oersteds peakr intensity at 55 cps

can be obtained.

The radiofrequency magnetoabsorption detection coil, L1 , has the

double-D configuration so that the amount of the 55-cycle voltage is minimized

which is directly induced from the bias coil to the radiofrequency coil. By

proper geometrical adjustment of the double-D zoil, the amount of 55-cycle

voltage induced can be reduced to a value below 50 microvolts. The double-

D radiofrequency coil is tuned to approximately 500 kilocycles by capacitor C 1.

The amount of 55-cycle voltage induced in the double-D coil will be

increased when the detection head is placed near or on the ground. Therefore,

the high-pass filter is used to reject the 55-cycle voltage and prevent it from

reaching the amplifiers. The 500-kilocycle voltage as well as the 110-cycle

magnetoabsorption modulation is passed by the high-pass filter to the amplifier.

( 3
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The amplifier increases the amplitude of the 500-kilocycle signal and

passes it.through alimiter to control the o'scillation level and to strip the 110 -cps

magnetoabsorption signal aff of the radiofrequency to be fed back. The

output of the liniter is fed back to the radiofrequency coil through the feed-

back resistori Rf, so that a sustained oscillation is obtained whose level is

controlled by the limiter,

The output of the resulting marginal-oscillator at A is a radiofrequency

voltage whose amplitude is modulated with the magnetoabsorption signal. The

magnetoabsorption signal itself is obtained by passing the marginal-oscillator

output through an amplitude detector which in this case is an infinite-imped-

ance type using a Field Effect transistor. The output of the detector feeds a

dc voltmet,i to measure the oscillator level, and an amplifier phase-

detector system to improve s1gnal/noise ratios. The signal/noise ratio at

the output of the amplitude detector varied from a low of Z/ 1 to a value greater

than 10/1. 'Figure 3 gives two representative rnagnetoabsorption Lissajous

figures (ma'gnetoabsorption signal on the vertical and magnetic bias on.

horizontal) taken with the detection head on the surface of the soil and spaced

1. 5 inches.

The signal/noise improvement, required for a good measurement,

was obtained by reducing the bandwidth. Thus, the output of the amplitude

d etector is passed through anarrow-band amplifier whose center frequency is

11at 110 cycles and whose bandwidth is 10 cycles. To further reduce the band-

width, the signal is fed through a 110-cycle amplitude-sensitive phast detector.

6



(a) (b)
At Soil Surface 1-1/2 Inches

above Soil

FIGURE 3. SOIL MAGNETOABSORPTION SIGNALS
OBTAINED: (a) AT THE SURFACE AND

(b) WITH 1. 5 INCHES SEPARATION

The 110-cycle reference for the phase-detector is obtained from the 55-cycle

generator through a frequency doubler and a power amplifier. The output of

the phase-detector is a dc voltage which is passed through a low..pass filter of

1/6-cycles bandwidth. Thus, the bandwidth has been reduced from about 1, 000

cycles to 1/6 cycles, and the signal/noise ratio has been improved by seventy-

times. The output of the phase detector is applied to a recorder for laboratory

measurements and to a meter for field measurements.

B. Magnetic-Void Buried-Ob:ject Detection

The laboratory test system used for the magnetic-void buried-object

detectiOn system is shown in Figure 2. In order to easily, continuously and

. linearly trave-se the test box )f soil with the detection head, the mechanical

1:7



traversing mechanism, driven by a reversible motor with reversing limit

switches, wa,.ued as shlown on the box in Figure 2. The test box is 72

inches long, 24 ifndlies wide and 6 inches deep. A type M-19 mine case was

buried at its center at varying depths. A scan was then made over the length

of the box and back with the output of the phase detector applied to the

recorder.

The recorded amplitude of the magnetoabsorption signal is large

when no buried object is present, and it decreases when the detection head

is directly over a buried object which is a magnetic void. Figure 4 showe

one scan cycle from one end, A, to the other end, B, and return with no

mine buried for a 1-inch detector height. The variations shown are those

t0o be expected from the magnetic variations of the soil. When a M- 19 mine

casing is buriedl flush with the surface and the detector is held 1 inch abovV

the surface, the signal variation shown in Figure 5 is obtained for one scan

cycle. The magnetoabsorption signal decreases by more than 175 millivolts.

When the M- 19 mine casing is buried with its top 1 inch below the surface

and when the detection head is kept at 1 inch above the surface of the soil,

the variation in amplitude shown in Figure 6 was obtained for one scan cycle.

Thus, for a 1-inch depth, the amplitude changes by over 100 millivolts as the

magnetic void is traversed. When tie mine is buried at a depth of 2 inches,

a variation larger than 25 millivolts is obtained as shown in Figure 7. For

all of these measurements, the bottom of the detection head is 1 inch from the

top of the soil. The radiofrequency coil itself is 11/16 inch from the bottom

8
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of the detection head so that the actual soil-to-coil height is nearly 1-3/4

inches.

The variation of the amplitude of the rnagnetoabsorption signal as a

function of the height of the detection coil with no buried object is plotted on

the linear graph of Figure 8. When the output is plotted on semilog paper,

the straight line of Figure 9 is obtained. This straight line indicates thatU the amplitude varies as the height to some power. The field from two

[ mutually-coupled current-loops would vary as the height to the fourth power.

If the graph of Figure 8 is plotted on log-log paper, a fit of height to the 3.3

power is obtained. Time and effort were not expended to attempt to determine

the reasons for the difference obtained. It should be remembered, however,

that the magnitude of the magnetoabsorption signal depends upon a combination

of the strength of radiofrequency field and the strength of the magnetic bias

field.

The percent change in the magnetoabsorption signal amplitude,

caused by the presence of the magnetic void from the M- 19 mine casing, as

a function of the mine depth, is shown in the graph of Figure 10 for detection

head heights of 1/2, 3/4, 1, 1-1/4, 1-1/2 and 1-3/4 inches. The data4 graphed in Figure 10 show thai the percentage change in signal amplitude

is independent of detector height. Figure 10 also shows that buried magnetic

voids buried with their tops 2 inches below the surface of the soil can be

detected with the detection coil 2-1/2 inches above the soil surface.
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When the data of Figure 10 are piotted as the percentage change, for

a family of curves at void depths of 2, 1, and ,0 inches, as a function

the height of the detection head, the constant-percent with detection-head-

height characteristic is shown as in Figure 11.

The results shown in Figures 4 through' 11 demonstrate that the

amplitude :of the fundamental of the magnetoab sorption signal at 110 cycles

can be used to detect the presence of a magnetic void buried in soils. The

results further show that the percentage change in the amplitude of the

magnetcabsorption signal caused by a magnetic void is independent of the

height of the detection head while it varies exponentially with the depth of [

the magnetic void. Thus, if an automatic gain control system is used, the

time constant, T, of the system and the feedback characteristic, B, must be

adjusted so that

t .d.(1

I+_AB S

where

A is the gain of the controlled amplifier;

d is the diameter of the magnetic void;

S is the speed of the detection head over the ground.

Such an adjustment will make the detection system less sensitive to variations

in detection-head heights arid more sensitive to variations caused by buried

magnetic voids.
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C. Discrete Object Detection and Identification

To obtain the ability to both detect and identify the composition of

j discrete objects, the amplitude and phase of both the direct induction and the

niagnetoabsorption signals must be used. The double-D radiofrequency coil

type of detection head had been designed to provide both signals, and, thus, it

can be used without modification. Since the shapes (Lissajous Figures) and

the amplitudes of the harmonics of the magnetoabsorption signals were to

be compared, only the high-pass filter, the amplifier-limiter and the

amplitude detector components of the magnetic-void detector (Fig. 1) were

used for the magnetoabsorption part of the discrete object detector tests for

object signatures. (The 55-cycle generator and power amplifier were also

I.necessary.)
Because the direct induction signals in the double-D radiofrequency

detection coil are at 55 cycles,, they could be separated from the magneto-

absorption signal at ,,5int A in Figure 1 by a low-pass filter. Therefore, the

block diagram of Figure 12 was used for a labor itory test system to make the

determinations of: (1) the shape of the Lissajous figures for the magneto-

absorption signals, (2) the amplitudes of the harmonics of the magneto-

absorption signals, (3) the shape of the Lissajous figures for the direct

induction signals, and (4) the amplitudes of the harmon.Ls of the direct induction

signals. The test ;etup in the laboratory would look similar to that of

Figure 2 exccpt that the detection head is turned ups ide dowa and the discete

obiects ar ' plactd on top "f .t
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The results shown by the two Lissajous figures and the two harmonic

analyses fbr each of the twenty-one discrete objects will be given in the following

paragraphs. Pictures are, also given showing the object being measured and

its relation to the detection head. A total of eleven (11) ccnstruction type

materials and ten (10) electronic components is used.

1. Measurements on Cn3truction Materials

a. Channel Iron

The Lissajous patterns obtained from a large piece of

channel iron and the mounting pictures are shown in Figure 13a. It has both

a magnetoabsorption and a direct induction signal since it ii a ferromagnetic

conductor. In addition, the induction signal is nearly 90 ° out of phase with

the magnetic bias. The harmonic amplitudes are shown in Figure 13b. The

magnetoabsorption signal has a strong secor d-harmonic component with only

two higher harmonics. The direct induction signal has its fundamental at

50 cycles, a small 100-cycle component and a third-harmonic component .t

150 cycles indicating that the material is a ferromagnetic conductor.

b. Angle Iron

[ The results for a piece of angle iron are shown in

Figures 14a and 14b. The presence of a higher harmonic in the magneto-

absorption signal shows the angle iron to be made from different material

than the channel iron or to have had different treatment. However, the

n;-rietoabsorrton and direct induction r 3ults are very sirvilar to those,
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c. oppey .Y.ubing

The copper tubing gave no rnagnetoabsorption signal as

shown in Figure 1Sa. The induction signal was strong and had a phase angle

close t o zero as characteristic of nonmagnetic conductors. The harmonic

amplitudes of Figure 15b show no magnetoabsorption data and only the

harmonics present from the direct induction as expected from a nonmagnetic

conductor.

d. Type BX Electrical Conduit

The magnetoabsorption signal from a 4-foot length

of type BX electrical conduit is shown in Figure 16 a. Its shape indicates

that it is from a piece of hardened or cold-worked steel. The presence of

higher harmonic amplitudes, as shown in Figure 16b, also indicates this

characteristic. The phase angle induction signal of Figure 16a also is 'chat

to be cxpected if the sample is a magnetic conductor. The high amplitude of

the third harmonic on the induction signal also indicates a magnetic conductor.

e. Thin-Wall Electrical Conduit

The magnetoabsorption signal from thin-wall electrical

conduit, Figure 17a, shows that it is made from a magnetic material that

has been cold-worked or work hardened. This is further indicated by the

large amplitude of the higher harmonics of the magnetoabsorption signal in

_igure 17b. That it is a magnetic conductor is shown by the direct induction

3ignai, phased 900 relative to the bias field, of Figure 17a. The harmonic
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ampitue~,Figure lb, of .#"' induction signal show the'third harmonic to

b6ek-~pect a but !6sserntially'n ' second-harmonic amplitude.

'f, lectricaI 'Outlet Box

Tjhe eLlectr'cal outlet box gives 'a mragnetoaborption

'signa~'>Fi~~e 8awhoe' h~e is similar to that from the type BX conduit.

j7 nagnetoaIb rtion-s~igrhaI-also has a high ampitude of the higher
0'b

-harmronics,, Figure 1'8b,, indicating that it is either cold-worked or made

froml a-hardened steel. hJe induction signal, being at a relative angle of

nearly .900, ihdicates a magnetic conductor. The _ind,,ic tion harmonic

anatlysis, Figure 18b, shows that it has a large third -harmonic, component

and a smaller second-harmonic a~rilitiide also indicative of a magnetic

g ogg~ 'Olt%

T1he ma~gnetoabsorption signal, Figurea 19a, from a to ggle

bolt iin~icates thO W ig a; magietic conductorm44ae fr~om co.ld-worked steel.

The harmoiic azlitudes- of IF.1ure 19b also' indicate the presence of cold-

wQ~ked or hardened ste61, 'TheA induction signal, o'Zgr 19~la i~erya

9 0~±~eatie agleinc4ating a magnetic ~matekial of low conlduziivity. The

harmonic analyr~is of the indu~ction signal, Figure 19b, also indicates the

large thiir4-ainrrO'io coxnpobent for hardened steel.

h. Standard Etlectrical Switch

'The 'shape of the rpagnet~absorption signal, Figure ZOa,

is 'characteristic of a work-hardened magnptic conductor, axid Ithe harmonic
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a: iudes of Figure gOb aloo indicate this same material. The induction

2 '_,nai, Figure Z0a, also indicates a magnetic conductor with a fair conduc-

iv L. The harmonic amplitudes, of Figure 20a, show the large third-

harronnic component in the induction as expected from magnetic conductors.

i. Star Bolt

The Star bolt is a brass bolt in a lead sheath. It gave no

magnetoabsorption signal and only 5 millivolts of induction signal as shown

in Figure Z1 which is typical of a nonmagnetic poor-conductor.

j. Lead Tubing

Lead tubing alao gave no magnetoabsorption signal and

oniy 1. 5 millivolts of induction as shown in Figure 22. This again is

characteristic of nonmagnetic poor-conductors.

k. Metal Plaster Lath

The expanded metal used for plastering gave the strong

rnagnotoabsorption signal of Figure 23a. This signal indicates that the

material is soft steel. The aniplitudes of the higher harmonics indicate that

it is mildly cold-worked. The induction signal in Figure 23a was different

frorn any others, and the harmonic analysis of Figure 23b showed a large

fourth-harmonic component as well as large third- and second-harmonic

components. These characteristics may be caused by the large area of the

material and the number of shorted loops in it.
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2. Electronic COmponents

, a. Electrohic Cables

No oscilloscope presentation could be obtained with either

the m agnetoabsorption or the induction signals. With a very narrow-band

amplifier anda magnetic bias frequency of 1000 cycles, direct induction

signals of between 25 and 100 nticrovolts were obtained. The cables used

were regular microphoneand two conductor cables 3, to 4 feet long such as

Belden 1710, 1450. and 1709.

b. AluminumrEncased Microphone

This microphone, although it contained a permanent

magnet; gaveno magnetabsorption signal probably because of the radio -

frequency 'shielding effect of the aluminm Oase. A large induction signal,

Figure 24a, was obtained which did show tha, it came from a magnetic con-

ductor because of its nearly 900 relative phase. The magnetic conductor

character of the induction signal was also shown by the third-harmonic

amp I'tdde of Figure 24b.

C. Knowles Microphone

The Knowles Model BE-1530, a very small microphone,

also contained a permanent magnet and a metal case. However, this case

was an incomplete shield, and the magnetoabsorption signal of Figure 25a

was obtained. ,This, .hana of nagnetoabsorption curve is as predicted for a

magnetized material. That is, it contains both a 50-cycle and a 100-cycle

component in its magnetoabaorption signal. The harmonic amplitudes of
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Figure !5b ahow thaL the magnetoabsorption signal from this magnet is

composed .4i a strong 50-cycle component and a weak 100-c cle component.

The induction signal is that which would be obtained from a conducting

Mhagnetic material as shown by the oscilloscope picture of Figure Z5a and the

harmonic analysis of Figure 25b.

d. Ferrite Rod

A type H Ferramic rod gave a magnetoabsorption signal,

Figure 26a, which contained only the fundamental or 100-cycle component as

shown by Figure 26b. The induction signal of Figure 2 6a showed that it was

from a magnetic material by its nearly Q0' phase angle and that the material

had a low conductivity from the absence of a third-harmonic component at

150 cps.

e. Iron Core Choke
U

The magnetoabsorption signal from a Miller series 4Z00

radiofrequency choke coil was too small to be photographed on the oscillo-

scope and so no Lissajous figure is shown in Figure 27a., The harmonic

analysis of the magnetoabsorption signal could be measured as shown by

Figure 27b. Only the 100-cycle fundamental component of the magneto-.

absorption signal could be measured. The induction signal from the choke

of Figure 27a showed that it came from a magnetic material, and the small

third-hamonic cormponent indicated that it had a very small conductivity.

Thus, ithad similar characteristics to the ferrite rod except at a much lower

level.
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f. Transistorized Preamplifier

The small audio amplifier used was constructed of standard

transistors, resistors and condensers, No magnetoabsoiption signal was

oLtained as shown by Figures 28a and 28b. The induction signal vas that

which would be olotained from a magnetic conductor. However, the signal

was too weak to analyze properly, and the harmonic amplitude graph of

Figure 28b shows only the fundamental -, 50 cycles.

g. Mercury Cell

The mercury battery used was about 1/4 inch in diameter

and 3/16 inch high. It gave a very noisy magnetoabsorption signal as shown

by Figure 29., It also gave a very small induction signal as shown also in

Figure 29. Both of the signals were too small for a useful harmonic analysis.

The magnetoabsorption signal showed a single 100-cycle component and the

induction a single 50-cycie component., The signals indicate that they come

from a magnetic conductor which may be the nickel case.

h. Printed-Circuit Oscillator

One of the International Crystal, 27-megacycle, crystal

oscillators gave a magnetoabsorption signal too small to photograph and

display in Figure 30a., The magnetoabsorptik.n signal did have a single 100-

cycle component as shown in Figure 30b. The induction signal was quite

stlng as shown in Figure 30a, and it had both a fundamental at 50 cycles and

a third harmonic at 150 cycles. Therefore, the detection head was giving

signals from some magnetic conductor on or in some electronic component.
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3. Summary of Results on Discrete Objects

The data presented in Figures 13 through 30 have indicated that

a combination of the direct induction and magnetoabsorption detectors into

one detection head will permit the detection of discrete objects and the

identification of the material from which they are made. The magnetic con-

ductors give a magnetoabsorption signal with higher harmonics and an

induction signal with a large third-harmonic component. Magnetic noncon-

ductors give a magnetoabsorption signal with few higher harmonics and an

induction signal with a low or no third-harmonic component., In addition, all

magnetic materials give an induction signal nearly 900 out of phase with the

bias field reference signal. Magnetized materials, unless shielded from

radIofrequencies, give a magnetoabsorption signal which contains both a 50-

cycle and a 100-cycle signal as well as harmonics of the 100 cycles. A

magnet will also give an induction signal with the 900 magnetic phase shift,

but it should also contain a third-harmonic component. Nonmagnetic conductors

do not give a magnetoabsorption signal but do give an inductioni signal nearly

in phase with the magnetic bias reference.

D. Influence of Object to Detector Distance

In order to obtain the greatest utilization of the magnetoabsorpt'on

signal as a signature of a material, the shape of the signal should retain its

essential characterisdtcs for large changes in the object to detection head

distance. It has been found that this condition is met for two materials

whose distance was changed from less than an inch to over Z inches
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Figure 31 shows the magnetoabscrticn signals for two distances from two

materials - one of relatively low permeability and one of high permeability.

Figures 31 (a) and (b) show the magnetoabsorption signals from iron at

11/16 inch and at 2 inches. The shapes appear very similar and have retained

all of their essential characteristics.

A similar indLation is found for the Conetic sample at 11/16 and 2

inches as shown by Figures 31 (c) and (d). If the harmonic analyses of the

four magnetoabsorption signals were made, they would show a large variation

but they would still retain their essential characteristics. That is, the

signals of Figures 31 (a) and (b) each have a large fundamental amplitude at

100 cycles with the higher harmonics having a low amplitude. Similarly,

the signals of Figares 31 (c) and (d) have essentially the same harmonic

character; that is, high amplitude fundamental at 100 cycles and a high

amplitude of higher harmonics.
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a. Magnetoabsorption Lissajous for an Iron
sample at 11/16 Inch.

b Magnetoobeorption Lissojous fo, an Iron

somple at 2 Inches,

_ c. Magnetoabsorptlon Lissajous for a
conetic sample at 11/16 Inch.

1~o8. Magnstoebsorptlon Lissajous for a
4

conetic sample at 2 Inches.

FIGURE 31. THE VARIATIONS OF THE MAGNETOABSORPTION
SIGNAL WITH OBJECT HEIGHT
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III. DISCUSSION

A. Electromagnetic Studies on Magnetic Void and Discrete Object
Detection

A search of the literature was conducted to find a suitable electro-

magnetic model for the magnetoabsorption mine detection scheme. It is

envisioned that the configuration may be represented by a current carrying

radiofrequency coil laying parallel to a finitely conducting half-space (the

earth) with electrical parameters 2, E2 and o 2 . Induced eddy carrents in

conducting half-space modify the magnetic field above the interface and so

change the flux distribution around the radiofrequency coil The change in

flibi distribution appears as an impedance change in the radiofrequency coil

compared to the free space impedance of the coil. A buried mine may now be

represented by a cylindrical cavity with electri-ai parameters, 1I, E 1 and

TI = 0* embedded in the conducting media laying coaxially benea.h the

radiofrequeacy coil. This cavity then further alters the flux distribution and

decreases thd effect of the media on the impedance of the radiofrequency

coil. The influence of magnetic bias coils may be represented by a slowly

varying magnetic bias field that alters uniformly the permeability of the

conducting half-space. The variation in permeability oi the media caused

by the bias field also causes changes in the impedance of the radiofrequelcy

coil and results in a magnetoabsorption signal when suitably detected. From

*In general, the conductivity of a mine may be other than zero.
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the above discussion, it is understood that the impedance change in the radio-

frequency coil caused by the cavty arises from two sources. These sources

are identified as a decrease in eddy current losses caused by the presence of

the cavity under static bias field conditions and by a decrease in the effective

permeability resulting from the presence of the cavity under varying bias

field conditions. Both will decrease the magnetoaosorption signal whenever

a cavity occurs beneath the radiofrequency coil. It is in this manner that a

buried magnetic void is located.

The literature search indicated that many have treated the problem

of the impedance of a filamentry coil placed near a conducting sheet of half-

space [1 - 5]. However, the solution of the case with the imbedded cavity

was found to have not been treated.

The magnetic vector potential for the case with a cylindrical cavity

can be readily established. However, the numerical calculations would have

required involved computer methods and were not attempted. Changes in

impedance caused by the cavity and the permeability, for example, could

have been determined by numerically comparing the cases with and without

a cavity. Had time permitted, such an analysis could have yielded design

guidance to determine the influence of coil diameter, detection height, fre-

quency of the driving current, and mine depth and to determine whether

amplitude or frequency demodulttion would have been best. However, since

such information was not readily available, experimental techniques were

used to obtain design information.
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A similar search of the literature was conducted for an electro-

magnetic model suitable to discrete object detection and discrimination.

Two approaches are required, one for the induction technique and the other

for the magnetoabsorpt'on tech,-'-ae. The induction method encountered ir.

geophysical exploration and metallic mine detection is well described in

technical publications [6 - 101. In this method, an alternating magnetic

field produced by a transmitter induces a magnetic dipile moment in metallic

objects in the field of the detector head. The external field of the magnetic

dipole moment in turn induces a small voltage in the transmitter coil or in

a passive secondary receiver coil. The phase of the induced voltage serves

as an indication of the electrical properties of the object, and the amplitude

of the induced signal serves as an indication of the distance of the object.

This induced voltage may be related to a change in impedance of the trans-

mitter coil or a passive receiver coil. When a passive receiver coil is

employed, it is normally designed to achieve a null condition to the induction

field of the transmitter coUi. When an object is present, the field configura-

tion is perturbed,,anda voltage in the receiver coil is produced. In this

manner, the induction ,ystem can be considered as a changing mutual

inductance, caused by the obio--t, between the transmitter and receiver coils.

The magnetoabsorption principle for ferromagnetic or ferrimagnetic

objects differs from the induction principle. In this method, a ferromagnetic

or ferrimagnetic object is placed within the fields. (1) of a radiofrequency
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coil which is the inductance of the tuned circuit for a marginal-oscillator,

and (2) of a slowly varying magnetic bias coil. The object will absorb energy

from the radiofrequency field at a rate twice that of the frequency of the bias

field. Therefore, these absorptions change both the oscillation amplitude

and the frequency of the marginal-oscillator. That is, the changes in absorp-

tion are a consequence of the changing magnetic moment of the object which

may be regarded as a small current loop whose impedance is a function of

Ibias field intensity since its magnetic permeability is a function of this

magnetic bias. If the frequency of radiofrequency field is entirely controlled

by the radiofrequency coil, then not only amplitude modulations will occur

but frequency modulations will be present as the objects equivalent reactance

changes because the effective permeability of its material changes as a

function of the strength of the bias field. The amplitude modulation, called

the magnetoabsorption amplitude signal, can be stripped off by an amplitude

detector. The frequency modulation, called the magnetoabsorption frequency

signal, is obtained by using a frequency discriminator. In the marginal-

oscillator, the frequency modulation causes negligible amplitude modulation

and vice versa because the oscillator is operating in its most linear region.

The amplitude moCalations and the frequency modulations are uniquely

related to the magnetic properties of the object. Objects having different

prcperties will demonstrate different magnetoabsorption waveforms which

can be used as signatures. Thus, these signatures can be related to the kind
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of material from which the object is constructed. Further, knowledge of

the kind of material will help identify the type of object.

Magnetoaborption, as related to discete object detection, exhibits

diffe-ent characteristics from the induction type of detector. A simiiarity

exists only in the fact that the same coils can be used for both rnethds. A

subtle difference occurs in the effective impedance of the object as it is

influenced by the intensity of the bias field. The reflected impedance in the

receiver coil for the induction case is a function of the conductivity and the

permeability at the frequency of the nagnetic bias field or 50 cycles. For

magnetoabsorption, the impedance reflected into the radiofrequency coil

depends upon the permeability at the radiofrequency (500 kcs) and how this

permeability changes with the magnetic bias field. For strong magnetic

bias fields and conducting nonmagnetic materials, the permeability may be

regarded as constant; ii. which) case, the received induction signal is composed

of the frequency of the bias field with negligible harmonics. For the case of

magnetic conductors, the induction signal will have a much larger amount

of the odd harmonics of the transmitter frequency. If the object is

magnetized, the even harmonics will also exist. This would mean that 50,

100, and 150-cycle components would be present in the induction signal in

varying amounts, depending upon the object.

In the magnetoabsorption detection, which depends upon both the

magnetic bias field and the field of th. "adiofrequency coil, the radiofrequency
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field is kept at a low level so that negligible harmonics are developed by the

influence of the object. The magnetic bias field is made very large so that

the major portion of the hysteresis loop of the object is traversed each cycle.

Since this magnetic bias field causes a change in the radiofrequency perme-

ability of the object, it also causes a change in its refl, cted impedance in the

radiofrequency coil. Since the change in permeability is the same for posi-

tive magnetic bias as it is for negative values, the permeability changes at

twice the frequency of the magnetic bias field. Thus, the fundan ntal fre-

quency for the magnetoabsorption is 100 cycles for a 50-cycle bias field.

Since the permeability change is very ronlinear, harmonics at Z00, 300, 400,

500 and 600 cycles will be present in varying amounts, depending upon the

type of material in the object. Thus, the magnetoab sorption signal contains

only ever harmonics of the magnetic bias frequency. An object having a

straight line B/H curve (no hysteresis) would have only 1OU cycles in its

magnetoabsorption signal, whereas an object having a square-loop configura-

tion to its hysteresis may have the harmonics of a 100-cycle square wave.

Thus, the two detection systems, magnetoabsorption and induction,

can be used together in one detector to both detect the presence and

describe the materials in a hidden discrete object. The different signals

obtained in the two manners should provide a means for reducing ambiguity.

For the magnetic-void detection, the buried object will cause a decrease in the
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magnetoabsorption signals from the magnetic materials in the soil. This

decrease can be measured by using the magnitude of one or more of the

,eve iharmonics of'the bias frequency in the magnetoabsorption signal.

Therefore, both the magpetoabsorption system alone for the detec-

tion of magnetic voids in soil as well as the conibination of magnetoabsorp-

tion and direct induction for the detection of discrete objects can use a

detection head which contains a magnetic bias coil driven at a low frequency

of around 50 cycles and a radiofrequency coil at 500 kilocycles. In both

cases, the direct induction at 50 cycles is reduced to null in the radiofre-

quency coil by shaping the coil in the double-D fashion. For both measure-

ments, the radiofrequency coil is made the inductance of the tuned circuit

of an oscillator. The magnetoabsorption signal is an ampiituile or a fre-

quency modulation of the voltage across the coil. The direct-induction

signal is a 50-cycle signal added directly to the voltage irx the coil. There-

fore, the two signals can 'be separated by filters and detected. The magneto-

absorption amplitude signal is s~lected&by a high-pass filter and obtained by

means of an amplitude detector. 'The magnetQabsorption freq :ency signal is

ubtained by means of a frequency discriminator. Since each should contain

nearly the same inforrmation,. only the amplitude signal has been used. The

direct-induction signal is selected through a low-pass filter and requires no

further processing. The follow.Ing paragraphs will describe the components

developed to produce 'the equipment required to simultaneously measure

these two si3nals,
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B. Detection Head Assembly-

The, detection head consists of two parts:

(1) The bias field doil which produce4 a strong magnetic field to
modulate the permeability of the soil or the discrete object.

(Z) The radiofrequency coil which produces a radiofrequency field
from which energy is absorbed-at-a rate twice the frequency of
the bias field and which c~uses a mpdulation of the frequency
if the radiofrequency coil is the frequency controlling element
of a marginalloscillator.

In the consideration of the proper probe, geometry, the following

de sign cqnsiderations" were* made;

(I) The radius of V oth coils. should be; comparable to the depth of
the buried object, and its area should be comparable to its
pross-sectional, area.., Asderived.from considerations of Biot-
Sdv~rt's law, the field* ofa current loop is expres sedas

H(z), = a ,

along the axis of the loop where a is its radius and z, is the
distance aloig the axis. From, this expression, it is under-
stood that the, field intensity falls off as 1/z 3 and is inversely
proportional to a at the center. From the nature of the formula,
it is further jinderstoodthat the. field varies rather slowly until
z,approaches a. Thus, if the object is to present a large filling

/ factor to the probe, 1',is important that the object be within a
distance equal to the radius, of the coil.

(4.) Since the radiofrequency detector coil will be ,placed directly in
the magnetic field of a bias coil, the geometry of the radio-
frequency coil must be such as to eliminate the indu:tion from

*The validity of this expression at the frequencies of interest is Supported by
experiment and by the fact that the period of the operating frequencies is
much less than the propagation tirie in the region of greatest influence.
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.1 the bias field directly into the radiofrequency detection coil
since large bias field voltages in the detector would greatly
reduce the sensitivity level of the-detection system. Further,
for experimental flexibility, provisions for cancellation adjust-
ments should be made since the bias field is not uniform over
the ,ntire area of the radi0'frequency coil.

S(3) The radiofrequency coil should be designed to provide shielding
from outside radiofrequency sources without degrading the-
sensitivity of the magnetoabsorption detection which is propor-
tional to, Q.

(4) To, avoid: microphonics, the shielding, windings, and supports
for the coil should be rigidly constructed.

The field of the bias coil, Which modulates the permeabillty of the

soil, was ,designed to, serve as the main structural member of the detector

head assembly.. The Lucite coil form, de-igne4 toaccept 176 turns of

#16 AWG, Formvar-,clad copper wire, is shown iiniFigure 32. The form has

ta radius of 6. 5 inches Which is cdmparable to the anticipated object,:s 6-inch

depth. The windings were packed tightly on the bobbin to avoid vibrations

resulting from Lorentz-type forces between current carrying conductors.

The outer Windings were impregnated with epoxy cement and a fiber glass

cover was applied to reinforce the Lucite-form, to seal the coil, and to assure

additional winding ,rigidity., The designed and measured characteristics of

the magnetic bias field coil are shown irL Table I.

The radiofrequency coil was designed to fit concentrically within the

bias field coil., The direct induction into the radiofrequency coil from the

bias field i's cancelled by a mutual -aiding double - D coilgeometry. Early in

the work, "he necessity of precise geometries and adjustment techniques for
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to*us.e TP' vi~ SIDE VIEW

FIGURE 32. MAGNETIC BIAS, FIELD COIL FORM

TABLEL ?4GNIETIC BIS CQILCHARACTjERISTICS,

Parameter Predicted' Measured

DC resistance 2.58 2. 38

Inductance 16.78 mh 18. 5 inh-

Gauss/ampore
P-tti-o center of ttho Coil 66



improved cancellatio~a be-iae evident. Conse--u rnt -the radiofrequency

c oil bobbin wa s, de signed to form a plattorn- h aving 3 diegree s of f ree dom

corresponding, to the distance and, the two -angles of a spherical coordinate

system within an assemi~bly supported ~by the ,bias coil. Measurements demon-

strated that, by this'technique, tfid' voltage in the radiofrequency coil-from the

magnetic~ bias coil- at S)Q cycles , can, be reduced to a value below 1 microvolt

with a bias field, irn ep ity of -4-gauss.

The first radiofrequencTy coil constructed and tested is shown in

Figure 3-3.. 1Tbe1- IZ-inch di~metpr cog~ fo.~m was threaded to- ,separate

the Windin~gs thereby reducing- interwinding capacitance. The electrical

4)properties of the radiofrequency coil are listed in, Table II, and., Figure 34

gives the graph of the quality factor* of the coil as a function, of frequency.

The Q wdis; measured with a Boonton, Model 260 -A, Q meter. A shield of

copper-clad flexible laminate was prepared for the coil. The shield was split

TABLE HI. ELECTRICAL PROPEAT-IES OF THE
1 '1-1I/2 -INCH RADIOFREQUENCY COIL

Type of wi*xe .#30 AWG -enamel

Turns per inOh 52

Number of turns per "bl" Z. - 4

lnductanice 1. 16 mh

Q -ai 500 kilocycles 85 (without shield)

*Thuc- ~I -y fa~ctor, Q, of an inductor is define'd as Q /R
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at the ,transposition. and at the ,cuter edge of the double-D to prevent the effects

of eddy currents from either the bias. or radlofrequency fields. The' shielded

radiofrequency coil mounted within the bias ,coil is shown in Figure 35'.

To. detormine the variati-ons with, distance of the radiofrequency field

from th'- coil shown, ih, Figure 35, relative field- rmeasurements were performed

with a small- search coil at the surface of the coil form And -2. inches from the

mean. center ,of'the Windings,, The relative, intensities ,of the vertical and

horizontal components along- a d4iameter perpendicular ,tb the center conductors

aie shown in Figure 36. 'The solid curves were obtained with the shield on

the coil. "When the shield Was removed, the dashed-line curves were obtained.

Ata distance bf 2 -inches, there was less change in the field caused by the

shield than close on the coil. Further away from the coil, the field distri-

bution becomesa,:rnore like that of two identical isolated. loops, except for the

increase in the horizontal compdnent at the center., If it were assumed that

the double-D were compoiedbof two identical loops, then, from a comparison

of the- relative vettcal amplitudes'at the center of each D shaped coil, it is

estimatel that each coil.haq an ,effective loop radius of 3 inches. This esti-

mate appears to be a reasonable value when the actual geometry is considered.

Since the field, measurement of the bias coil indicated that the shielding

wa8 severely influencing the field distribution at the coil surface and since the

shielding capacitince adversely affects the quality and performance of the coil,

a second radiofrequency coil was designed, cs.nptructed, and tested. The

7, 757_ -
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FIGURE 35. A DEMONSTRATION MODELMINE DETECTOR
HEAD WITH MOUNTING BRACKET

.b.

' W17 OUT SUIl

AT PACE OF
l % .co FORM

,WtvoS tMAN

[ ---- -. -------- [)
a.., igAWAcot. ^lts p-,utooco),,m -ro acuu.e'o"%%. l-A~c

FIGUkRE, 36. THE RELATIVE FIELD VARLkTION OP
SH0kIZONTAL AND VERTICAL COMPONENTS

AT AND ABOVE I I i;1/ IC

, DOUBLE-D COIL
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design :iequired- the-use of closely wound large diameter litz wire,,,and the

design drawings of the coil form are shown in Figure 37. The electrical

parameter.s are listed in Table IIi,.and variations of Q with .frequency are

shown in the graph .of Figure 38,. in laboratory ex-ariments, 'this coil has

shown superior peformanqe tothe first coil. The inroved performance is

attributable first of-all to the fact that the larger self-mutual between turns

increases its sensitivity to inducticrl variations. Secondly, the coil form

pivotal point was pla ed so that the winding lay closer to the soil. Lastly,

the winding is recessef , from the outer diameter, and the internal core for

material was. removed to, allow complete shielding without excessive shunt

capacitance. It should be noted that radiofrequency leakage to the shield

causes a loss of signal since these currents bypass the resonating capacitor

and are not applied-tothe detector. Several shielding schemes have been

examined-with this coil. The most successful of these shield configurations

is shown in Figiire 39..,A sunburst" array etched from flexible copper-clad

laminate is securely bonded to the interior Of the top and bottom cover plates.

TABLE III. ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICSOF THE
10-5/8-INCH RADIOkFtQUENCY COIL

Number of turns per "D" 19

Type ,of wire 0- #44 litz

Inductance 0. 6 mh

Self-resonant freqcency 4..l mc

Q At 600 kps 9z
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i, 1 The legs of the top array are extended along the inner surface of the bias

coil to mate with the array at the bottom. With such a design, closure of the

i "d eddy current paths from either the lias coil field or the radiofrequency coil

is prevented. Therefore, shield reaction to either coil is minimized. A

Eingle ground point for tha shield occurs at the entrance of the radiofrequency

cable to the detector hea.d. It was importan't that the shield be bonded tightly

to avoid microphonid action between shield and radiofrequency detector.

C. Marginal OscillAtors

There are a number of methods whereby impedance changes can be

ddtected*in the radiofrequoncy coil caused by permeability changes in the

soil or buried object induced by the magnetic bias field. Perhaps the simplest

is a circuit described by Rollins [11], wherein. a tuned _ircuit of whlLh the

sample -co'l is the inductiy, plement is driven at its natural frequency by a

constant.soUrce,, It is easily shown in this case that the impedance change

of the sanipl€e-'coil is, given by

'z ,R\+j:AL (/

for a-change AR jcA Liia the coil. Each .symlol is defined in- Figure 40.

R AR

FIGURE 40. THE ROLLINS' CIRCUIT FOR
MAGNETOABSORPTION DETECTION
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From Eq (1), it is understood that sensitivity to AR and AL changes are

dependent directly upon the quality factor, 0 = wL/R, of the sample coil.

This arrangement is, in principle, simple, but it suffers from several dis-

advantages which limit its use. In particular, the quality of a coil is physical-

ly limited and consequently limits the sensitivity. Secondly, it is hignly

inconvenient to obtain accurate tracking of the frequency of an oscillator with

the resonant frequency of the detection coil. Thirdly, it is highly susceptible

to microphonics such as changes in cable capacitance. Further, it can be

shown that mistuning only enhances the effects of microphonics [12].

An alternative, not having these disadvantages, is the marginal-

oscillator*. It can be shown that the marginal-oscillator is approximately

1/5 as sensitive to microphonics. The sensitivity to impedance changes is

not as severely limited by the quality of the coil since the regenerative cir-

cuit has a Q multiplying effect at low oscillation levels [13] . Further, the

marginal-oscillator is more convenient to use since the oscillator frequency

and the detector frequency are determined by the same resonant circuit, and

no tracking is needed.

Among the many types of marginal-oscillators, the Robinson, Colpits,

and Pound-Knight-Watkins(PKW) types are the common types. The Robinson

*A mar 'nal-oscillator is a generic term used to describe any oscillator
wbich is maintained at a very low oscillation level where it is operating
i.: its Class A ol linear region and where it has great sens-tiviry ro 'R a,,d SL.



type [12) consists of an amplifier followed by a limiter. The limiter serves

to stabilize the amplitude of the oscillator and to reduce the effects of noise

through a reduction of the noise figure for the oscillator amplifier. The

Colpitts 114], on the odier hand, is a commonly employed oscillator of the

series resonant type and requires little further description. The PKW type

is composed of a buffer stage and noninverting amplifier [13]. For the most

part, marginal-oscillators employed in earlier magnetoabsorption measure-

ment and those reported in literature have been vacuum-tube models. Early

attempts with vacuum-tube and simple solid-state marginal-oscillators

indicated the difficulty and the complexity of their use in extracting magneto-

absorption signals from soil where the concentration of magnetic material is

very small, and the filling factors for flat coils are also small. Measurements

indicated that typical signal amplitudes would range from the few mici ovolts

to a maximum of 100 microvolts of modulation on the radiofrequency voltage.

With respect to the radiofrequency amplitudes, these signal amplitudes

represent modulations of one part in 104 to one part in 106. Consequently,

solid-state design techniques suitable for low noise, high sensitivity marginal-

oscillators had to be investigated since no satisfactory solid-state marginal-

oscillators were described in the literature. The following requirements

were specified:

(1) Amplitude stabilization without external circuits

(2) Freedom from microphonics

(3) High sensitivity

(4) High signal/noise ratio

(5) Low power consumption

(6) Small volume and weight



Since among the vacuum-tube types the Robinson exhibits some

superior qualities, the investigation was confined to circuital applications

appropriate to the Robinson concept. Since amplitude limiting by solid-state

techniques is not well established at high frequencies, a short literature

search on this subject was conducted. The search revealed two types with

desirable ch,-racteristics. One employed unconventional circuitry to prevent

undesirable shifts in operating points with changes in level [15]. The other

employed Zener diodes whose frequency range was extended by adding shunt

capacitors and series diodes.

In early efforts, the Robinson type of marginal-oscillator with solid-

state design shown in Figure 41 was constructed and tested. A lw noise,

high frequency transistor type 2N3694 was employed for the input buffer-driver

stage. The output of the buffer drives a step down autotransformer which in

turn drives the limiter. The limiter is composed of a pair of switching

transistors which are dc coupleo in such a manner as to prevent undesirable

shifts in operating points. The first stage of the limiter switches between

cutoff and saturation, while the tuned circuit of the second state restores the

sinusoidal waveform. The output of the tuned circuit was fed back through

RFB to the sample coil. The output amplitude of the limiter was controlled

by adjusting the collector supply voltage for the limiter stages. Although

magnetoabsorption signals with a peak-to-peak amplitude as large as 150mills-

volts were obtained from ferromagnetic wires, none were uLservable from soil.

rhe unsatisfactory features in this design are thU. large mn.mber of inductive
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FIGURE 41. ROBINSON MARGINAL-OSCILLATOR EMPLOYING
A BIPOLAR TRANSISTORS LIMITER
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elements ini the circuit and tfie low input impedance of the arnplifier Q,. The
S

inductive elements are souicei oE unanted radiofrequency leakage and pickup.

They can also cause undesirable oscillating frequencies to occur, The low in-

put impedance decreases the quality factor of the sample coil, which reduces

sensitivity directly in proportion to the reduction in Q.

Another Robinson -type marginal-oscillator employing solid-state

components was designed to eliminate both unsatisfactory r onditions. The

circuital con!.iguration is shown in Figure 42. The oscillator consists of a

sample coil, high-pass filter, amplifier, limiter, and feedback. The low input

impedance problem inherent in bipolar transistor amplifiers was overcome by

the use of a capacitor impedance matching arrangement, composed of the

three capacitors across the coil, from the high impedance of the resonant

circuit to the low impedance of the amplifier. The amplifier is based on a

complementary transictor design for improved temperature stability with a

broadband frequency response. The limiter employs Zene:r diodes whose

frequency response has been extended by adding series diodes and shunt

capacitors.

The internal stabilization of the amplitude is achieved by tha action of

the limiter. As an example, assume that the radiofrequency amplitude at the

input to the limiter changea by amount AV im due to a change in amplifier gain

AA, i.e.,

AVl = (6A) 'vri



Where Vdf is the aiplilItr input. The amplitude of the first harmonic of t-%e

radioirsiuen y,,(not a magnpetoabsorption sigma harmonic) at the limiter out-

put will Ne eatirely dependent upon the limiting level if the level is better

ta e-half of the peak rad ofequency amplitude limiter input. Under this

condition, the radiofrequency amplitude across the sample coil will not

change as demonstrated by the graph of Figure 43. It is evident from this

graph that the output voltage is independent of the input when the input exceeds

the clipping amplitude by a factor of 2. Consequently, for good amplitude

stabilization, the clipping loevel should be less than one-half of the desired

level.

CLIPPMN LEVEL' uOK VOLT

3 4
PEAK VOLTUE INPUT

'FIGURE 43. FIRST HARMONIC OUTPUT AS A
* FUNCTION OF INPUT FOR A LMITER

Freedom'. rom noise and inicrophonics has been achieved by a number

of design featurop. ,First, aaf demnonstrated in Robinson's paper, noise figure

enhancemert results from limiter action. Secondly, since marginal -oscillators

have only one frequency to control, spurious signals (microphoxics)

resulting from capacitanice changes are reduced over that of the Roltins
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circuit Wherei two trequency control elements exist. Microphonics, often

a troublesome factor in vacuur tubes, have been reduced furih.er by the use

oi tra.nsistors.-

High' sitiv'ityls achieved by selecting a high quality sample coil

and by assuring that liunt l6ading !of the sample coil by the feedback and

amplifier input impedances hOas' 1en aVoided. The high-pass filter across the

sample coil is an aadfifonal feature required to retain a high sensitivity for

magnetoabosorption ietection while reducing the effect of direct induction

.signal' i g 6rom Momogeneities in the soil and residual unbalance in

the radiofrequency cof.i tfie filter excludes the low frequency induction

signals from the oscillator where they would amplitude modulate the oscillator

and produce false mngnetoabsorption-like signals.

When the ampliid eodulation in a marginal-oscillator circuit is

small, experience has shown that detection at the sample coil results in

better SIN ratios than att'empts to detect the signal from a point within the

marginal-oscillator' amplifier sections when solid-state circuits are used.

This is because the solid-state circuits are nonlinear at the high levels

required to drive the limiter, 'and the magnitude of the modulation can be

greatly reduced or eliminated entirely in the amplifier.

An F'ET* analog of the vacuum-tube infinite-impedance detector was

employed to ampiitude demodulate the signal at the sample coil because of its

*FET - Field effect transistor
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high input irx"pdan eoan4 lin earity. The impedance of such a device is

sufficiently high to p re-vent loading of the sample coil with subsequent loss in

sensitivity. The point at which the detector is connected is shown as the

MAGNETOAPSORPTION OUTPUT in the schematic of Figure 42. In addition,

an output for frequency demodulation is shown as the MAGNETOABSORPTION

FREQUENY SIGNAL OUTPUT also in Figure 42.

The, success of this margina-,oscillator together with detector and

detection-head assembly was demonstrated by the superior sensitivity and

signal-to-noise ratio over other solid-state and vacuum-tube marginal-

oscillators examined in these efforts. Signal/noise ratios of 2/1 to 10/1 are

readily obtained.

D. Equipment for the Magnetic-Void Detection in Soils

The various components that were coutemplated for the use of

magnetoabsorption signals for the detection of magnetic voids are shown in

Figure 44. The system is based on a coherent detection scheme wherein

the frequency of the magnetic bias field is locked to the center frequency of t0e

selective amplifier, and an amplitude -sensitive phase detector provides a dc

voltage directly proportional to the fundamental of the magnetoabsorption

signal in the radiofrequancy detection coil. In such a coherent system,

extraneous signals of different frequer._y or phase from the desired signal

are suppressed by the selective amplifier and '.he amplitude-sensitive phase

detector. Te operation and design of the system is described in the following

nany
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,The radiofrequency voltage at the detector coil is both amplitude
.nd frequency modulated at a frequency which is twice that of
he magnetic bias field whenever magnetoabsorption occurs

64 ieath the detector assernbl,. The m.rginal-oscillator serves
both-a-s the source of the radiofrequency field and as the mag-
netoabsorption deiector. The radiofrequency voltage which is
modulated by the magnetoabsorption signal is then either
amplitude or frequency demodulated. A selective amplifier,
timed to the harmonic of the magnetoabsorption signal most
sensitive to the presence of a buried magnetic void, provides
the signal source for an amplitude-sensitive phase detector.
The reference signal for the phase detector is the appropriate
multiple of the bias field frequency derived directly from the
same generator which produced the magnetic bias field. When
the phase and frequency of the reference is adjusted to that of
the selected harmonic, the output is directly proportional to
the amplitude of the selected harmonic. To assure that a fre-
quency drift problem is avoided in the system, a frequency
control loop operates from an error curve derived from the
phase characteristic of the select e amplifier and keeps the
frequency of the bias field oscillator at the peak of the selective
amplifier.

The magnetic void detection studies were performed with a system

similar to that of Figure 44 except that the frequency locking loop was not

cinplayed, and tuning was accomplished by hand. A commercial oscillator

had sufficient frequency stability so that mistuning was seldom a problem.

A simple retuning of the selective amplifier or a resetting of the oscillator

frequency was sufficient for the aboratory tests.

E. Equipment for Discrete Object Detection and Identification

The basic diagram of the discrete object detector, which is a combin-

ation of the magnetoabsorption detector and the induction detector, is shown

in Figure 45. It is a combination of two detectors with a common detection

head. The 1-lanced feature of the radioLf-equency coil to the bias field pernits

4S
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the same coil geometry for the magretoabsorption method to be employed for

induction method. , W,ith no object ip the vicinity of the detection head, there

is no magnetoabs6rption signal and, because the double-D coil is balanced,

there is no induction signal directly from the magnetic bias coil to the double-D

coil. When there is a ferromagnetic conductor in the fleld of the radiofre-

quency coil, there will be both a magnetoabrorption signal and an induction

signal in the iadiofrequency double-D coil at point A in Figure 45. The radi,.-

frequency coil s the tuned circuit of 2 radiofrequency oscillator. The total

oscillator is composed of the tuned circuit, the high-pass filter, the amplifier-

liniter, and the feedback network. The magnetoabsorption signal appears

as a modulation of the radiofrequency voltage at point A. The induction signal

also is at point A as a 50-cycle sine wave in addition to the radiofrequerncy

voltage modulated by the magnetoabsorption. Tlherefore, the high-pass filte:;

will pass the magnetoabsorption signal modulated on the radiofrequency carrier

and reject the induction signal by five orders of magnitude. Conversely, the

low-pass filter will pass the induction signal and reject the magnetoabsorption

signal by several 0idegr of mzagnitude. Thus, the two signals are separated by

filters. The magnetoabsorptton signal itself is obtained by means of the

amplitude detector. the induction signal requires no more processing beyond

the filter except amplification.

Each signal, magnetoabsorption and induction, has more than their

fundamental frequency alone as discussed earlier. Each is a complex

waveform composed of harmonics of the fundaAental. Zach of the harmonics

bears some amplitude and phase relationship relative to the fundamental.
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Thus, the' amplitude and phase of the harmoniC4 of iach signal, magneto-

absorption and induction, are o importance in the identification,. of objects.

It is of additional i mportance that the fundamental for the magnetoabsorptibn

signal is twice the frequency in tne magnetic bias coil or 100 cycles, while

the fundamental for the induction signal is 50 cycles. Therefore, it is possible

to have the ou~puts shown in V'igure 46 to use for the identification of objects.

4' 4

MAG NETO Ai SORP'T Il /

5: K+ di: + 2OJ .....2 40-1 iOH 60H 5O 10 -,1 0

., IN..ASE COM~PONENT

0.,, QUAbRATUaE-PHASE
COMPON IYT

FIGURE 46. S.,iEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF THE OUTPUTS l

=-- AVAILABLE FOR OBTAINING A FINGERPRINTF OR
_ IDENTIFYING SIGNAL FOR HIDDEN OBJECTS
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F.. Equipment Development

The first successful magnetoabsorption signals from soils were

obtained with vacuum-tube circuits. For this portable application, solid-

state components were designed to replace these vacuum-tube devices.

To a large extent, the components are adaptable for either he magnetic-void

or the discrete object detection systems. The equipment was constructed to

give the three signal channels and one reference channel listed in Table IV.

TABLE IV." EQUIPMENT BY CHANNELS

Magnetoabsorption AmplitudeSignal Direct-4nduction Signal Channel

Channel'

(a) Infinite Impedance Detector (a) Low-Pass Filter and
i. A Amplifier

(b, ..eleati",e A 1plifier
(b) Amplitude -Sensitive

(c) Combination Narrow or Phase Detector

BroadbandaAmplifier.
Magnetoabsorption Frequency

(d) Amplitude -Sensitive Phase Signal Channel
Detector

(a) Frequency Disciminator
Reference Channel

(b) Combination Narrow or
(a) Frequency Doubler Broadband Amplifier

(b) Phase Shifter with Buffer (c) Selective Amplifier

(d) Amplitude -Sensitive
Phase Detector

Where a compon nt occurs in more than one channel, only a single device

was constructed y serve in any of the channels. Each component was

mounted on its own chassis to facilitate testing and channel interchangeability.
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A discussion of the components constricted for the signal channels and the

reference channel are briefly described in the following sections.

I. Signal Channel Equipment

a. :etector -Amplifier

Since the atmplitude modulations can be exceedingly small,

that irs 10- 4 to 10-6 of theradigfrequency voltage, not only the amp1 ifiers

used but also the detection system must have good signal/noise characteristics

and linearity. The broadband. noise characteristics of the untuned amplifier

sections of the marginal-oscillator gave a noise level which obscured the

small amplitude modulations, The limiting action of this amplifier also

reduced the modulation and thereby decreased the signal/noise ratic.

Detection directly from the sample coil with an "infinite" impedance detector

was found to yj.eld better signal/r.oise ratios-andbetter linearity. The output of the

detector is amplified by a system which has a choice of narrow or broadband

operations. The schematic for the amplitude detector and amplifier is shown

in Figure 47.

b. Combination Narrow or Wideband Amplifier

To monitor the magnetoabsorption signal with an oscillo-

scope in a broader bandwidth, a high gain amplifier having a bandwidth of

I ~ either 700 cycles or 100 kilocycles was employed. This amplifier is useful

in monitoring the noise characteristic that accompanies the magnetoabsorption.

fj It is anticipated that noise spectrum analysis may be useful in designing an

improvedi selective a..,plifier. The scherni.tic of this arnplifle , is ho.n,.- K
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c. Low-Pass Filter and Amplifier

To orreapure'the low level induction signal in the radio -

frequency detector coil described previously, the low-pass filter and ampli-

fier shown in,Figure 49*wereused. The design uses a low noise, high fre-

quency FET as~ the*.inpu stage to prevent the filter-amplifier combnation

from loading the raciofrequen -detector coil. The FET drives a low-pass

filter having a high frequency cquitoff at 10 kilocycles. The output of the filter

is amplified by a transformer, another FET amplifier and a bipolar transistor

amplifier. A $hoice of a high or low amplification is given at the output by

using the bipolar stage as a common emitter or a common collector amplifier.

In the high gain position, induction signals smaller than I R.v can be observed

• when a signal is displayed on an oscilloscope having a sensitivity of 1 mv per

cm.

cm. This filter-amplifier has application primarily in discrete

object detection wherein the metallic objects will cause unbalanced bias field

inductions in the radiofrequency detector coil. However, it wab also employed

in magnetic-void detection studies to, assist in the balancing of the detection

head;

d. Phase Detector

A phase detector was constructed as shown in Figure 50.

It is an amplitude-sensitive phase detector using two dual-emitter transistors
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as-th, switching elenent's. The output of the detector is basically given by

. :ikE s cos( s -%r)

Where

E s.= signal amplitude

= phase of reference

k gain of the detector

(s= phase of signal

Since the output is s$,eitive tc the amplitude as well as the phase, it can

serve as a coheropt detector. By exchanging the signal and reference

inputs, the detector c a be made insensitive to the amplitude of the signal

and can be empIoyed-to measure only phase angle between two signals of
m

the same frequency. The latter mode could be useful in the harmonic

analysis of the magnetoabsorption signal in discrete object studies.

e. Frequency Disciminator

The device to convert the frequency modulation of the

marginal-oscillator to the magnetoabsorption frequency signal was the simple

frequency discriminator shown in Figure 51. A high-Q resonate circuit

tuned above the frequency of the marginal-oscillator changes frequency mod-

ulation into amplitude modulation. The diode amplitude detector then con-

verts these to the magnetoabsorption frequency signal. D. ,de limiters D 1

and D, ahead of the resonant circuit eliminate any amplitude modulation

present bVfore frequency detection. iests indicated that the discriminator

had a sensitivity of 320 Acrovolts per cycle. It was found that the signgi I
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noise ratio and amplitude of the magnetbabsorption frequency signal were the

same as those of the magrietoabsbrptidih amplitude signal, and, therefore, the

magnetoabsorption amplitude signal *,Ks used.

2. The Reference Channel Equipment

a. Bias Field Oscillator

A Hewlett Packard Model HP-200CD oscillator served as

source for the bias field that modulates the reversible permeability of the

soil or ferromagnetic discrete object. In a field model, the HP-200CD

oscillator should be replaced by a small solid-state oscillator. Several

commercial oscillators and conventi~nal circuits that can be frequency con-

trolled would suit this purpose.

b. The Bias Field Power Amplifier

A 20-watt amplifier served as the power amplifier for

the bias field coil. Power consumption in the bias field coil was typically I
20 watts. For all measurements, the bias coil was series resonated to

decrease the voltage needed for the high current requirement of the bias coil.

This tuning also prevented a large phase shift between the bias field and the

generator output.

c. Frequency Doubler

A reference signal for the phatse detector mentioned earlie±
AI

is synthesized from the bias field oscillator output by means of a full-wave

rectifier and a pasetive filter network. The present design allows a choice of

tI 1 L I



a 25, 50 and 100-cycle biao fied-fgpquqncy through the use of filters at 50,

100 and 200 cycles. Tb~e circuit diag am. of this frequency doublter appears in A

Figure 52. The full-wave rectifier output is given by the expression

'v( ) - 1 +A os 2wt - cos +
i\ 3 15CO

where w is the radial frequency of the bias field. The selective circuit then

passes the "2cd' or second-harmonic component to form the reference signal.

This design features low current, low noise, high impedance FET amplifiers

and a low output impedance circuit prc--ided by a hybrid Darlington consisting

of an FET and a bipolar emitter follower.

d. Phase Shifter

A phase shifter to compensate for all of the unwanted

phase shifts is accomplished in a conventional nanner as shown in Figure 53.

The output of the phase shifting network is ampli.Ledby a Darlington pair of

transistors to provide a low impedance output and the power amplification

essential for a good reference (switching) signal for the phase detector.

3. Indoor Test Facility

To conveniently make repetitive measurements fron a large

box of soil having a nonmetallic mine buried at the center, a powered dolly

and track were designed and constructed using available materials and com-

ponents. The dolly and track mounted on the box are shown in Figure 2. The

solid-state components asse.mbled into a magnetIc oid-detection application

are shown in the small labeled boxes on the bench behind the box of soil. H
a
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

A. Magnetic-Void Dete fo r

The wo of this progri*n-hai given a detection head with a coil for

pi uducing the magnetic bias fi ild and a dOuble-D shaped radiofrequency coil

which can be used for detectlioi'of' the direct induction signal with a fundamental

at the magnetic biaa freqg 4u 'and a magnetoabsorption signal with its funda-

mental at twice the magnetic iaklfrequency. The electronics for the mag-

netic-void type of detection systez iitsing only the magnetoabsorption signal

was designed, constructedand tested satisfactorily. The magnetic-void

detection system was tested in the laboratory and found to give the expected

decrease in magnetoabsorption signal when traversing over a buried mag-

netic void. The percetitage decrease in the magnetoabsorption was 35 percent

for a type M-19' mine casing buried with its top 1 inch from the surface of the

soil. The percentage change was 15 percent with the casing buried 2 inches.

The percent drop in the magnetoabsorption signal caused by the magnetic

void was found to be independent of the height of the detection head above the

soil and dependent upon the depth of the mine.

",Because of these -esults, it is concluded that: (1) magnetoabsorption

signals can be obtained from the magnetic materials within the soil, (91 these

magnetoabsorption signals have a useable signal/noise ratio for detection

head heights of from 0 to 2 inches and for void depthb (to the top of the
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void) of 2 -inches, (3) the double-D radiofrequency coil and magnetizing coil

combination can be made to obtain sutfficient sensitivity, rigidity and lightness

of weight for a portable field device, (4) that the magnetoabsorption system

can find buried magnetic voids with a percentage change in signal of from 15

to 35 percet for.a r.pge of void detps!of l p 2 inches, (5) that the solid-
state circqits, reqtired for the magnetic-woid detection systerA, have all'been

laboratory tested ,pd found p;acticp. fr a por.tabk, field device, and (6) that

the variations in signal caused by changes inthe height of the detection head

can be made 4s effectiye i an. automatic gaib,-ontrol system is used to make

the output read th,e, percentagehanpwhipb:js,, independent of height.

B. Discrete Object Detection and Identification

The same detection head. used for ,the magnetic-void detector was also

used for the discrete objet d4etcto.q., The high-pass filter to select the

magnetoabsorption signal plus th% lo rpass filter to select the direct induction

signal worked well. with the mar ginal-oocillator used for the magnetic-void

detector with no reduction in the sensitivity to the detection of the magneto-

absorption signal. A laboratory model of thediscrete object detection and

identification system was made from the components of the magnetic-void

system. Lissajous patterns and harmonic amplitudes were obtained from

twenty-one different discrete, objects.

Because of these results with the discrete object detection and identi-

fication laboratory tests, it is concluded that: (1) a sensitive detection of
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both the magnetoabsorption and the direct induction signals can be obtained

with the detection head usedi" (Z) that a inariginal-oscillator provides a useable

signal/noise ratio with both high-pass and low-pass filters~attached to select

and separate the magnetoabsorption and direct induction signals, and (3) that

the system, developed can, with a combination of the Lissajous patterns of

magnetoabsorption and direct induction, both detect the presence of all of the

discrete objects used and identify the type of material from which they are

made. That is, the system can discriminate between nonmagnetic conductors,

magnetic nonconductors, magnetic conductors, magnetized magnetic noncon-

ductors and magnetized magnetic conductors.
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A. Magnetic-VoiiiDetection

On the basis4 6fthe succ.essful laboratory tests of the magnetoabsorp-

tion magnetic-void dete'ctor, it is recommended that the portable field model

be constructed using a ruggedized version of the detection head and a minia-

turized version of the electronics proven successful by these tests. It is

further recommended that the automatic gain system for detection-head-height

compensation be'designed, developed, tested and included within the field

model. Upon the conclusion of these tasks, it is recommended that the field

model of the magnetoabsorption magnetic-voeid detector be given complete

field tests with many different types of soil.

B. Discrete Object Detection and Identification !<

On the basis of the successful test of the discrete object detection and

identification system using only the Lissajous patterns and the harmonic

amplitudes, it is recommended that a complete discrete object detection and

identification system be designed, developed and tested with amplitude and

phase measurements on all necessary harmonics. It is Rirther recommended

that the detection head be studied both theoretically and experimentally to

obtain the highest sensitivity for both the magnetoabsorption and direct induc-

tion signals with discrete objects. It is then recommended that the field test

device be constructed and tested and that identification systems be worked out

with the greatest simplicity and accuracy.
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